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brand assessment

Keep:


Some brand voice (masculine, quirky, humorous)


Name


Market


USP

ChangE:


Logo: keep the sasquatch, but elevate it to a more 

mature rendering


Color Palette: simplify, and make it more consistent


Advertising language: should be less tone deaf


Overall look & feel of the brand


Mission Statement


Tagline


Social Media 


Packaging


—



—


—


—


—


—


—


—

—


—


—


—


The current dr. squatch brand does not live up to an empowering and masculine 

experience. the social media is corny and relies heavily on memes, some of which 

are crude in nature. the brand needs an updated logo, revised color palette, a 

balance of mature brand language, as well as a consistent visual direction.



updated target market

—Men who care about natural & organic products


—Lovers & supporters of USA made products


—Adventure junkies, wilderness enthusiasts


—Men who are empowered & comfortable in their own skin


—25–45 (young adults)






the current marketing strategies for this brand are heavily based on quirky 

humor and memes. By updating this brand, we can elevate the brand voice as well 

as the visual direction and increase the Dr. Squatch audience.



USP + MISSION STATEMENT

Unique Selling Point

Mission Statement

An honest, all natural soap for dudes. 

Dr. Squatch empowers men by changing the approach to 

hygiene through natural, healthy products that make you 

feel like a man and smell like an adventure.  



BRAND VOICE

masculine


humorous


empowering

masculine


corny


IMMATURE

Current Brand Voice New Brand Voice



TAGLINES

Smell Good, Feel Good.

Venture into your clean state.


Clean dudes rule.


Caring about yourself doesn’t have to be a soap opera.


Main Tagline

Other Headlines



brand guidelines



type
TRADEMARK



type
SECONDARY TRADEMARKS



type
type assets



type



color



packaging



soap box packaging

Fresh firBAY RUMLAKESIDE BOURBONAPRIL FOOLS



soap box packaging



soap box packaging



beard oil



beard oil



candle



WEBSITE



home page - full



home page - header



home page



home page



home page + footer



advertising



instagram posts



INSTAGRAM



instagram feed
little timmy accidentally 


used his dad’s dr. squatch 


this morning

running out of squatch and 

having to use your “back 

up” soap from the store



advertisingadvertisingADVERTISING



ephemera



TRAVEL BAG



pet bandana



matchbox



travel towel



sticker



sticker
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